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Objectives
This document is a plan for Computer Sciences at Purdue University for the rest of
the 1980s. Most of the discussion is focussed on bUild.ing

il

department during the next

five years that will sene Purdue for many years afterward. Our principal objective is:

The C!JmpufcT Scienr:es Ikpartment at Purdue should be the best among

the Big Ten universities and among thp. top ten in the U. S.

WG

h.'lic~'c

that. in the light markets projected for computer scIence during the next

d~Cil::JCl, <~n~'

lesser goat would be a path to a second-rate department. We do not intend

to be part of a second-rate department.

Assumptions
Our plan to achieve and maintain this goal is based on four assumptions about
computcl' :"cience in Lhe U.S. and the environment at Purdue University:
1.

CornpuLer science has become and

','I'ill

remain a fundamental discipline. It is

intelleclually challenging in its own right. It supports other sciences and
engineering. It win receive major support by scientific and technological universitie~.

Z.

The clJrrent surge of tnterest is not a transient that ,nil soon pass.

Severe manpower shortages at the PhD level will persist through the 1980s. This
,;itlJ.ation 10: unstable. )Iany departments will cease to function in research. The
~urvi\'-ing
~c;ojf;!n~e

clepartments will be ch"lracterized by strong. lab-oriented experimental

prcgranu backed by strong theory groups. High-quality leaching and

·cl;:sefl.rch envirc!1rnents will be essential to attract and retain high-quality faculty.

1318:1. for Corr.:;lut.er Sciences
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.U Purdue, large student-faculty ratios will persist in the CS department. We are
prepared to live \'lith this as a fact of life if the support and research environment
compensc.tes. We believe that we can optimistically count on expanding faculty by
only two per J"lO:ar: faster expansion is unlikely in the current and expected man·
nowe!" markets.

?

fJurdue Universlty's many problems in computer science must be dealt with simuli.aneously iil an organized, coherent way. Piecemeal efforts will sap our energy
without producing signili.cant progress. There must be an overall plan to lake us
to our goa!.

The current market in the computer science field is highly competitive. It must be
met aggressively. Survival will not be cheap.
In the two sections following. we summarize the current slate of computer science
nationally and

<'.~

Purdue. We then describe our vision of the instruclion and research

envirc!1ment thc..t meets the objectives set forth above. We present milestones for a
(i\'c-ycar plun tbat will take us to this goal. We estimate the amount of space, the capiLal in':'2!';lmenl, .:lnd sources o[ funding for the facility envisioned.
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Currenl State of Computer Science Nationally
The severe manpower shortage in the computing field is especially acute at the
PhD level. Because it has been well documented. there is no need to belabor the
details here. 1.2,3,4 The Snowoi('d Report (footnote 2). a joint declaration of the
department heads of the PhD-granting PhD departments in the U.S., gives a concise
:mrnmary of the

p~·oblem.

The national inability to attract and retain high· quality

faculty and gradudte students in CS has four roots: very high teaching loads that inter[erc

~\'ith

research and proper supervision of graduate students; obsolescent experi-

menti.d {acHiLies; insulTicient laboratories for instruction and research; and lagging
salarlf)::;' xot only do these factors discourage new PhDs from taking university posiLions. they discourage Llew baccalaureates from entering graduate school.
The Snowbird Report describes possible capital investments in experimental computel'science. A dcpartmenL desiring ontya "low Level" of commitment can get by with
an inveslment of SiaK per researcher. (A researcher is a faculty member. graduate
student, or technician assigned to a research project.) A department desiring a
"mod8rale

lev~l"

of commilment -- sufficient to support some experimentation and

teach students the methods of experimental science in computing .- requires about
S30K in.vestment per researcher. A department committed to the "frontier level",
':;hich {!llolbles it to perfol'm :substanLivc new research and set new directions for the
field, ret.l.uires an investmenl of about S60K per researcher. This last figure is

1 The Feldman P..cport: J. Feldman, Editor, "Rej:..venating Experimental Computer Science,"
Gbmlllun:ic"atic71s uJ ;'C.lf, ~eptcmber H179.
?

.• The Sno'llbird Roper..: ? i
l:C.t!, ;a.!l.'~ H181. 370-374.
3 P. J. ~e!lnbG' "Sl1ti:tg

Q,l.:"

Dernti!l[h Edilor, ",\ Discipline in Crisis," Communications oj

~eed Corn," Cbrnmunications of ACM, June IDBI, 341-3tl3.

4 No1t:onal So..=ie:icc FO".L"J.d~tion and Depc.rtment 0; Education Report to the President 01 t.~e
:.J'I~~<.:d 5'.ales, Scillnce ant! Engineering Edu.cutian in the i980s and. Beyond, October 1980.

compar~
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n.ble to the investment expected to support a new research faculty member in other
experimental sciences on this campus such as biology or chemistry.
The CS DeparLments at MIT, Stanford, and

Carnegie~MellonUniversities

exemplify

the frontier level of capitalization - at least S60K per researcher. Each of these
departments has developed a crttical mass of faculty and facilities that enables it to
m,.. inlain::!. significant flow of funds from government and industry. With newly acquired
fund~

from DARPA and NSF', the CS Departmenls at University of Washington, Berkeley,

ComcH, Illinois. and Wisconsin wH( hilvc investments surpassing seOK per researcher by
~ 9WJ.

These fig ures are funds tHree Lly controlled by the departments: they do not

include general support of computing through campus computing centers. Illinois and
Wisconsin are our major competitors in the Big Ten.
The V.:J....\. research faciliLy run by the CS department at Purdue has about S350K
inve~tcd

in it at

prc~cnl:

another S150K will be invested lor research shortly. There are

.31bOlii. 25 research faculty using this facility and 25 PhD graduate students, a total of 50
re3carche..-s. This invesLment is aboul SlOK per researcher. putting us in the "low"
eatcgory noted in the Snowbird Report. Since V;.:x facilities are becoming standard in
CS departments around the country, lhe competitive edge we had about Lwo years ago
because of this facility has vanished. The capital investment to put the existing
rc::e<'.rch faculty at the "fronUer level"' is about 33M, six Urnes the current (igure.
Owing to th!.'! manpower shortage, the national situation is presently unstable.

Therr> are presently 77 PhD-granting computer science departments in the U.S. a,..erngin.'; 11 faculty each. Among these departments, the total number of positions to be
nu~t.!

eoch year is estlmated at around 200. The non-PhD-granling departments have

an additional

~oo

open PQsiliollS. This total demand (600 PhDs) compares with total

production of about 2GO FhDs nalioIllllly, of which less than. 40% choose academic
careers, and still fewer meet our standards. We believe that, within a few }'ears, most

PIo.n fOJ" Compute:- Sciences
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of the PhD·granting departments will cease to do significant computer science
rescilrch because they will be unable to attract faculty of sufficient experimental
caHb~r.

There wiH remain a handful of sLU"vivors, probably 10 to 15 departments

nationally. We intend that Purdue be among the survivors. The plan below is not
merely a plan [or excellence: it is a plan (or survival.

Current State 'Jf Computer Science at Purdue
In ::.870 Richard Conway of Cornell University conducted a survey of the department heads of PhD-granting CS departments in the US and Canada in an attempt to
learn perceptions about each other's quaHty and standings. The top nine were: Stanford,

Carn(:g:e-~:cllon, ~,HT.

CornelL Bcrl<cley, Illinois, UCLA, Toronto. and Purdue. The

pel'ccpticn oC Puruue was, howevu, one of decline. The decline was halted briefly in

::'979-UD with Lhe arrival of the new Vp.x. Lhe selection of a new Head, and an extraordiouJ'i1y sliccessful recruiting se<1:wn. Unfortunately, the available evidence suggests
that::. 979-00 was an exception, not the reversal of the decline. The reasons are summarized betow.

Computational Facilities
Almost all seconu-rate departments now have a VAX or equivalent to support
facul'~y

research, J.nd almosL all are smaller departments than ours, Our own VAX is

dcmomtrablyoverloaded. Res:ponsc time is typically slow; most graduate students
have no acce:::s at all: no [nstl"Uction is supported by the machine. The arrival of a
second \"-.,\X in Sc:plember 1981 will, given the increased size of the {acuIty and graduate
program, simply restore our computing power to the level of second-rate departments
in the country.

- 7-
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such as the CRAY-l machine and th PDP-1!/70 terminal sup-

port system do not meet our needs for high quality interactive computing for majors.

Undergraduate Enrollments
Undergraduate enrollments have increased horrendously. About 550 Science
freshm~n have

declared compuler science as their major for Fall 1981. (This compares

wit11330 for Fall 1900.) Despite our best efforts at recrUiting, we managed only to maintain our F'l'E strength for 1901-02 (see below). We have the same number of TAs as last
fall. The workload presented to the current faculty is far higher than in any other
cJ~partment of

the School of Science. We judge the current staffing situation to be

highly l.!nsl<\ble. Without significant relief. we expect massive defections to begin within

two years. Once begun, defections will be difficult or impossible to arrest.

Quality of Graduate Fl"ogram
Gr'aduate applicaUons are down to the danger point this year: unless we can find
more qualified dpplicant.s, \\"c will be unable to flll our open TA positions. Part of the
prohlem is undoubtedly the general market conditions - lucrative jobs luring the best
student!'; away from graduate school. Out much of the problem arises from three inter
~1aJ

factor::;.
First is, simply, money. The current TA stipend (3477 per month) is inadequate

even for West LL\fa}·ette. The departments with whom we are directly competing (e.g.,
WisC'onsm and lllinol;;) now offer starting stipends approaching 5600 per month. Even
;.he best schocls (c.g., Carnegie-Mellon), which traditionally underpay graduate stuuEnts, arc abo offel'ing stipends approaching S600 for Fall 1901. We need to
::;igniiicantl}'

r~isc

stipends in order to obtain better applicants.

a

• B·

?Jan fo:, Computer Scicncc!!

Second is the quality of the computing facilities for graduate students. Mo'st
incoming students. enm from small colleges, perceive Purdue's facilities to be inferior
to those available In their undergraduate days. Merely adding general facilities to
PUCC will not solve this problem. We need specinlized departmental facilities that permit

r~(:ulty

to supervlse sLudenLs in projects. Laboratories are essential.

";:'b.lrd is lack of omce space. Fewer than half of incoming students will have offices.
:~cco,llmc:iation::; near

faculty advisorS' are essential for TAs, RAs, and fellowship stu·

den!:;:.
~-~oney,
g"ild~l;j,t('

facilities, and space combine to create a poor impression on prospective

students. Hence. they do not accept our offers of admission.

Scr:rctarial

Su~port

The deparLment currently has one secretary for the department head, one for student alTairs, Lw;> for research projects (Blue CHiP and Interpreter Generation), one
technical typist for the rest of the faculty. and one clerk. The situation is intolerable.
It h<1" worsened in the last two years as the faculty has increased. Even facully who
have ;rant money to contribute cannot get space for secretaries. The current faculty
i3 o.c'.~':.c!? -3.\'!are lhat m'.lch or their valuable time is consumed by typing. editing, tiling.

phoning, and schcdutng.

ucmt enrollments.

A:~

long as the deparlment is burdened with excessive stu-

supeTi~T secreLarial servic~

i;; essenLialto relieve part of that bur-

clen. One secretary for each rOllr faculty members is required.

- 9-
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f'uculty Hiring
in the i96i recruiting season we had 60 applicants, invited 17 persons for inter\-iews, eXlended 0 offers, und got one acceptance. Most of those who turned down our
offer::; Girl so because they perceived the small schools they selected as

hav~ng

more

hospltabie. less burdensome environments. During the same period we lost one faculty
mem bel' and we notified two a3sistant professors that 1981-82 would be their terminaL
year. Barring

ur.~xpected success

in rec!"uiting in spring 1982, we face a d2clin2 in

facuity size for 1962-03.
Given

th~

currcnl and expected shortages of PhDs, we cannot expect to hire many

new faculLy. Our only hope of attracting high qu.ality faculty is a high quality environment. Withollt this. we will not only fail to attract good new people. but we will fait to
keep Lhe g:>cd people we now have.

Space
it is clear that many of the above problems arIse because of a lack of space. We
cl.lrn.mtly ho.vc r..o more offices for

nc~w

faculty, insufficient room for current graduate

:;t;.,u,

qt.::;,

no room rGt" additional secretaries, no room for more equipment. no room for

:l1N"E

:::tlldcnt tel"minals, no roam for laboratories. With the possible exception of the

ground and basement
t.r,rip.::;,

T1"1~ l:nh'(~r3jly

pC',L 2omputcl"

fiOOI·S.

th€ :-'-ialh Sciences Building was nol designed for labora-

needs a coherent plan for developing the space reqUired to sup-

~cience.

Possibilities include a neW wing of the building over the audito-

rlUL11 ar new quarlers in another building.

- 10-
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The Envisioned Fncility
We envision a CS department active in experimental computer science and with
statE'-cr~Lhe·art facilities

for jnstruction and for research.

Lowcr·fj[\'i5bn instruction will be primarily based on interactive terminals. By
1985. however, we may be using personal computers. These facilities will use syntaxdir.1e:ted ediLors that know the language in which the student is programming and
pn~"enL inpu~
pcr:~u!1ul

of syntactically invalid programs. Students will keep a limited amount of

soiLwu!."c and files

O!l

line: they willleo.rn about distributed computing and net-

work .:l.ccess. :>Jew grading systems will reward those who reuse existing software and
[)(::naHz,~

those who start from scratch. Electronic classrooms will permit students to

watch over the in3truclor's shoulder through personal video workstations. More
advanced uppHcatiom; may be part of instruction, such as symbol manipulation. graphics syst.ems. and VL51 systems.
Upper' division instruction will also use terminals for routine work but will make
heavy u::;e of advanced software tools. software parts composition systems, design project;;;, ar.d tub work. In the lab, students wiII experiment with different connections of
machines. lake measurements on hardware and software, and learn hoW" to apply the
n:let.hod~ of

experiment.al science in their W"ork. They will use advanced pel"sonal

:;cienLlilc \\-orkstations and graphics equipment for projects.
Gr,ldualc students

\\"[\l

work in advanced laboratories, where they W"ill design and

Led large ,:;oftware systems, modify hardware, develop new algorithms for V1S1 compu·
talioll, and

assi.~t

t.he faculty in advanced computer research. The lecture-oriented

teuC'hing loads will be lo\\' enough that faculty can devote adequate time to supervising
l';raduatc students in projects.

Plan fo:!' COT..puter Scic::\ces
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We envision active relations with industry through the Industrial Affiliates Program
and the Cooperative Program. These programs can yield significant income in the form
of contributions to the department. As a further source of income, we will seek commercial sales und licensing of software developed in the department. with part of the
royalties going to the faculty and staff members who contributed.
We also cmision significant rC3earch support from federal agencies for experimented pi"ojects. (Experimental computer science research is the only source of big
government grants.) We will aguin seek a five-year large-facilities grant under NSF's
Experimental Computer Science program. 5 We will cultivate our new-found ARPA and
ONR contacts for further help in relation to the VLSI project and the Quanta project.

To acr.ommodate greater lab and project orientation. computing equipment must
be readily il.yailablc dnd faciUljc:s must be at the state of the art. Otherwise. we will be
. m abIe to attract. and retain high'quality faculty, attract bright students, or provide
tlrsl-raLc computer science education and serllice courses.

The Plan
in

('~t:mtl.ting

oU!" needs, we have assumed 950 majors in steady-state and approxi-

matel)' -'0000 other studcnls per· semester enroUed in service courses." We assume the
follOWing

st~C'.dy-st.ate

rtistribuUon of majors among levels:

;; Our 19B: ?:"oposa~ to ]lIS;;' 15 c!ltiUed "/\ rr..:.J.lt.imachine pipeline and programmin8 cnviron:r.~n-;. fo:!' ,lirgc-sca]e computation."

- 12-
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Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

350

250

200

150

These assumptions imply about 150 B.S. degrees will be awarded each year.
These figures also imply freshman enrollments must be cUTtailed beginning in Fall
::"982. Curtailment must be based on quality of applicants. not on first-come-firstserved queueing. (This is already done in the Engineering Schools at Purdue.)
In addition. there wHI be approximately 175 graduate students including 25-30 PhD
candldutcs.
We believe that ultimately ...~O faculty and 80 teaching assistants (i.e .. 40 FIE TAs)
will be needed to hand!e lhis load. (This is a smaller number than in thc Biology
Department, which has fewer majors than we are planning for.) Under current and pro·
jeded market conditions. ".,e feel it is unduly optimistic to assume growth of more than
2 FTE faculty per year. On the other hand, the existence of a longprange plan for computcr sciences would be a strong attraction to candidates; we therefore feellhis goal is
rcalistic for the 1960s.
Figure 1 shows the administrative organization of the department. We assume 1
secretary for each 4- faculty; these secretaries must be skilled in using mathematical
document preparation facitities. (They must be secretaries, not just technical typists.)
The current

po~it_ion of

ltssistant Head will be expanded slightly to support two under-

graduate counsellors (we presently have one). The Director of Facilities will oversee all
COITl!Hlling

equipment m;ed for specialized instruction and research; he will oversee

four systems programme!·s {we presently have one). one technician. and graduate
ilssistants who run labs ilnd assisl in !'unning the facililies; he will also oversee

distribu~

lion of software developed in the department. There will be an Industrial Relations

.'
DEPT HEAD

I-- sec
~ admin asst (& bus mgr)

FACULTY

ASSISTANT HEAD

N PTE's

Student Affairs

N
4

sec

I-- 1

DIRECTOR

INDUSTRIAL

OF FACILITIES

sec

L..- 2 counsellors

J----.l

sec

~4

programmers

t

RELATIONS COORDINATOR

1 technician

lab & grad assts

L- software distributor
FIGURE 1:

Aministrative Organization of Department

l.-- 1 sec

Plan for Computer Sciences
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Coordinator. who manages the industrial affiliates and the cooperative programs: we
expect thaL in due course industrial contributions will pay for this office. The Department Head r£Oquires an administrative assistant to handle business affairs. annual
reports. brochures. documents. and other materials distributed outsLde the depart·
ment.
Table l summarizes the staffing needs from Figure 1. showing our ultimate goals
(1990) :\nd intermediate goals (1986).
Table 2 summarize" the incremental costs for starting salaries of the additional
pCfsonnellisled in Table 1. No inflation or raises have been accounted for in these estimules,
Table :3 shc·...' s offices required for the personnel in Table 2. The total. 82 offices. is
approximately (:qulvalent to three full noors in the Math Sciences Building. These

esti~

mates include space for graduale students supported by the Department. They
exclude space for computer terminals.
Table ..." estimates the University's capital investment for computing equipment
reqUired to sup;JC'rt computer science. Approximately S:JM must be provided to

puce

[n support. of general CS undergraduate service instruction. Another 56.3M must be
~rovided

to the CS Departmenl in support of research. laborat.ory instruction, and gra-

duale instructiun. Of this total. as much as S3.6M would be paid from research granls
and industrial support; however. significant support from the University will be
reql1ired. especially at the outset.
As shown ill Table 4-. the Univel'sily needs computing power equivalent to six YAXes
LO

support alllcwer-division instruction in the department (especially service courses).

The power cf four more VAXes is needed for the 600 upper-division majors. On top of
lhts. the power of four more VAXes is needed to support all graduate instruction. These
estimates are based on the VAX as a computational equivalent. not necessarily as the

Plan f'J, Compute!' Sciences
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actual machine. We estimate that about 10% of the total capital investment must be
available each year in recurring cosis to maintain all the equipment -- this is a total of
about S90QK annually. In addition. about 20% of the investment must be available each
year for capital replacement and upgrades.
Vl'e emphasize that much of the computing power shown in Table

4,

would be pro-

vided as part of general computing support by PUCC because the service is of interest
to the whote campus. We have included the figures for completeness. Systems dedicatf:ld La

gradu~\te

instruction and research will be tailored for CS: this service should

be provided by the CS Department under suiLable maintenance agreements with PUCC.
All sy:-;tcms noted in Table..; should be interconnected by network.
Table 5 estimates lab reqUirements and space for machines. These estimates do
not t!lclude space for terminals for wldergraduate students. Total space listed in this
table IS about 1/5 of the lab space presently allocated for Biology or for Chemistry.
Our l?stimatcs for lab space are obviously rough: based on comparisons with other
universities, we believe these estimates are of the right order of magnitude. On being
gi.. . cll a dctlllite commitment for space, we are prepared to undertake the detailed
analysis to construct a precise statement of need.

SUffiInary
Purdue's problems in computer science form a knotty complex that can be
wlra....elled only by resolving aU its components simultaneously. To properly serve the
Universit.y, we must immediately stabiHze our majors at 950 and service-course enrollments at 4000. By the end of five years our faculty must grow by 10. our teaching
assistants by 46, and our secretarial staff by 5. our administrative staff by 2. and our
technical support staff by 5. By the end of five years. PUCC must have an additional

?lllR for Computer Sciences

33~,11or
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lower-division CS instruction, the department must have an additional S3M for

upper·division and graduate instruction, we must raise another 33M for research faciLities. TWs level of capitalization is commensurate with other experimental sciences; it
IS

al the "frontier level" noted in the Snowbird Report. To house the larger staff and

fac.ilities, the department will require space of about 50,000 square feet (eXcluding terminal rooms for students).
',nt.h this pli.ln, we are \'irtually certain to achieve our goal of excellence.

- 16-
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CATEGORY

Faculty
I

ITAs

I

Statio
Secretaries
AssisL Head
Admin. Asst.
Indus. ReI. Coord.
Dir. }<'acilities
Programmers
Technician

August 26. 1981

1966

1990

22 F"fE'

32 F"fE

2

40 F"fE3

17 F"fEI

40 F"fE 2

40 FTE3

5
1
0
0
0
1
0

10
1
1
1
1
4
1

15
1
1

2
1
5
1

Notes:
I.

We have no viable plan for the currenl staff to handle the 1000
majors who will be on campus in Full 198t. "Crisis :rtaffing"
will no doubt produce large lower division classes with high
drop-out rates. sections or over 100 in upper division courses,
and sections of over 75 in graduate courses.

2.

E\"en ¥lith this level or staffiDE, there will be no faculty
leaching service courses; section sizes will be about 120
in lower division courses, 100:in upper division cour.res.
a."1d 70 in gradullte courses.
At Lilis level of staffing, faculty 'ilill tellch some service
courses; scctiO:!l sizes will be about 80 in lower division
cou:-ses, 75 i., upper division courses, and 50 in graduate
co:ll"scs.

TABLE 1: Personnel Needs.
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CATEGORY

Faculty
I

ITl\5
IStaff:

Secretaries
Assisl Head
Admin. Asst.
Indus. Rel. Coord.
Dir. },'acilities
Programmers
Technician
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CURRENT

1986

1990

22 !'fE'

32 !'fE 2

40 !'fE'

17 !'fE'

40 !'fE 2

40 FTE'

5
1
0
0
0
1
0

10
1
1
1
1

15
1
1
2
1
5
1

4

1

Notes:
1.

We have no viable plan lor the current staff to handle the 1000
majors who will be on campus in Full lIlBl. "Crisis staffing"
will no doubt produce large lower division classes with high
drop-out rlites, sections of over 100 in upper division courses,
and scetio:ls or over 75 in graduate courses.

2.

~;\'en 'lith this level of staffing, there will be no faculty
teaching service courses; section sizes will be about 120
in lower division courses, 100 in upper division courses,
e..TJ.d 70 in graduate courses.

3.

At trus level of staffing, faculty ""ill teach some service
courses; sectiO:!1 sizes will be about 60 in lower division
courses, 75 in upper division courses, and 50 in graduate
co.....- scs.

TABLE 1: Personnel Needs.
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SALARY (SK)

5 Secretaries @ S15K
1 Admin. Asst. @ $20K
1 Ind. ReI. Coord. @ S25K
1 Director Facilities @ S40K
3 Programmers @ S30K
1 Technician @ $25K
I 10 Faculty @ S30K
123 FTE TAs @ $12K
TOTAL:

75
20
25
40
90
25
300
276
SB51K

l. _ - - - - - TABLE 2: Incremental Personnel Costs to achieve 1986 goal.
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PuRPOSE

OFFICES (No.)

Faculty
B Faculty Secretaries
Dept Head (+ sec)
Assistant Head (+ sec)
Admin. Asst.
Dir. Facilities (+ sec)
Programmers
Ind. Rel. Coord. (+ sec)
32 PhD students
80 TAs

Terminal roomS
Conference room
TOTAL:

TABU: 3:

August. 26, 19B1

32
4
3
2
1
2
2
2
B
20
4
2
82

Office Needs (1986). The total is
equivalent Lo about three full floors
of the Math Sciences Building.
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August 26, lOBI

I

ITEM

COST ($K)

[ Provid.d by puce,
,

6 VAX for lower-division &. service (4000 per semester)
@

-~

S300K

1800

VAX for upper division majors (600)
@ S300K

1200

TOTAL:

S3000K

Provided by the CS Department:
Equipment for 60 active l'f!searchers
3600

:iY S60K
-4 VAX for graduate instruction
@S300K

1200

Sort ware systems Jabs. 50 mini·VAX workstations

@S30K

1500

TOTAL:

TABLE~:

Capital Cost Estimate of Total Facilities.

56300K
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PURPOSE

TABLE 5:

August 26, 19B1

NEED (sq. ft.)

VLSI project
Project Quanta
Networks Lab
Instructional Labs
Machine Rooms

5000
5000
5000
15000
5000

TOTAL:

35000

Space Needs for Equipment and FaciHlies.
This is about 1/5 the lab space usea by the
Chemistry or Biology Departments.

A FIVE YEAR PLAN FOR EXCELLENCE
Mikhail Atallah
Douglas Comer

H. E. Dunsmore
Greg Frederickson
John Rice
CSD·TR 651
Summer 1986

Abstract
This plan, developed in the winter of 1985/86, is a follow-up to the previous plan
[Denning, eLal., 1981]. The top priority goal is to increase the quality of the department
measured in terms of its rese3ICh and educational programs. The primary mechanism is
to increase the quality of the faculty by providing a superior academic environment to
attract and rerain superior faculty. Modest growth in the size of the faculty is foreseen
along with a substantial decrease in the number of undergraduate majors and a substantial increase in the number of Ph.D. students. Tables are given summarizing the projec-

tion for personnel, departmental finances, students and staff. An appendix summarizes
the goals and achievements of the previous plan.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This plan was developed in the winter of 1985/86 by a cross section of the Computer Science faculty to provide a guide for the future of the department. It is hoped that
the University administration will also approve it as a guide just as it did the previous
plan [Denning ecal., 1981].

The top priority goal is to increase the quality of the depanmcnc as measured by its
research -and educational programs. The emphasis will be on getting better, not bigger.
The key components of the plan in seven areas are as follows:
Faculty. We will create a superior academic environment to attract and retain a superior

faculty. Eight specific steps are proposed, the most significant are to provide
superior research facilities, a much better teaching environment plus more and
better Ph.D. students.
Education. We will have significantly smaller class sizes along with a moderate
increase in the number of courses at the advanced undergraduate and advanced
graduate levels. The experimental and laboratory components of the educational
program will be increased substantially.
Research. The level of research funding will approximately triple. going from $1.2
million/year to $3.5-4.0 million/year. Seven factors are cited which contribme to
this growth; the most imponam are (a) our young faculty will be much bener supported as it matures, (bl the overall quality of the faculty will improve and (c)
several large projects and/or centers will be established.
Administration/Staff. The adminisrrative staff will be increased to reflect the recent
rapid growth of the depamnent both in numbers of people and in
laboratory/experimental facilities. Key additions will be an Associate Department Head and several people on the technical staff.

the

Computing Facilities. Dramatic improvements in
cost/performance ratio make it
plausible to plan for about 50 VAX IIn80 equivalems in the department, plus a
variety of specialized equipment.
Space. The projected needs are substantially larger than existing space even though the
departmem currently has "in reserve" about 4,000 ft 2 of lab space (being used as
classrooms) and abom 10 offices (being loaned to Mathematics or used for visiting scholars). The projected deficit in space at the end of the 5 year plan is abom
12-15,000 It Z oflaboratory space and 12-15 offices.
BUdget. This plan can be accomplished with a steady increase above inflation of
$200.000/year in the Depamnent's operating budget. At that poim the
Depamnent's resources and responsibilities will have moved into the normal
range as measured by such things as student/faculty ratio, cost per credit hour,
cost per major. etc. Note that the research suppon budget is expec[ed to grow

-4much faster at a rate of about $500,OOO/year. These fuuds will help indirectly to
finance a number of the planned improvements.
The next five sections describe the components of this plan in more detail. Section
7 presents tabular data on plans or projections of personnel, faculty evolution, finances

and budget. students. and space. The Appendix. presents a summary of the goals and
achievements of the 1981 Plan for Excellence. The 1985/86 goals of this plan were met
rather well except for two items: there were serious shortfalls in funds for S&E (operation of computing facilities) and space for research labs.

2. THE FACULTY
The current faculty consists of about 33 full time equivalents (FIEs) and its struc-

ture is summarized in Table 2 of Section 7. The faculty is quite young which suggests
there will be considerable change both in people and in their fields of interest Growth to
about 38-40 FrE faculty is planned.
The Plan's principal point is [0 create a superior academic environment which will
attract and retain superior faculty. The following specific mechanisms are identified:
A.

Provide excellem research/acUities. High quality, state-of-the-an general computing services will be provided. as well as a variety of specialized. interesting facilities
(e.g., parallel machines, sophisticated graphics, specialized workstations). Ample
space for laboratories must be available.

B.

Attract more and bener PhD. students. New energy is to be put into this.

C.

Provide competirive salaries. Current salaries are generally average for high quality
schools, but not more. The lower cost of living at Purdue helps some. but is not a
strong attraction for younger faculty.
Provide comperitive teaching environment. The depamnent must continue evolving
from the high teaChing loads traditional in mathematics to those typical of engineering and experimental science departments. More assistance (both staff and student)
will be provided to suppon the teaching program.
Emphasize special areas 0/ excellence. The department is already strong in some
areas (theory. scientific computing, software engineering. systems) and these
strengths will be the foundations of future quality enhancements. Adding an area of
strength will involve a commitrment to 3-4 excellent people.
Hire a superstar distinguished professor. The depanment is very short of senior
researchers and this goal has top priority. The competition is fierce. but we must try
hard.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Maintain a vigorous visitor/colloquium program.

H.

Maimain a congenial/cooperative atmosphere.

The facilities and student aspects of rhese mechanisms are discussed in Sections 3
and 5. Qrher mechanisms require mostly money (salaries. colloquium program) while
the rest require a judicious combination of effon. organization. money, cooperation and
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perseverance.
3. THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
3.1 Undergraduate
The number of undergraduate majors is expected to decline substantially, to about
750 majors from the cmrent 1,000+. Table 4 gives a projection for the next five years.
This reduction will be very beneficial for both the facnH)' and students. Currently. some
class sizes are far too large and the variety of undergraduate offerings is too limited. The

combination of 30% fewer majors and 15% more faculty provides the opportunity to
raise significantly the quality of the undergraduate program. Even so, care will be
needed to provide high quality within the resources expected to accrue.

Curriculum evolution is constant in Computer Science. We must be vigilant to
maintain an up-to-date program while not proliferating courses unnecessarily. Thus the
number of undergraduate courses will remain relatively small, but there may be major
reorganizations of the undergraduate program.
More specific plans for the undergraduate program are:
A.

Reorganize the degree requirements to provide a bener "core" and more flexibility with a minimum number of courses.

B.

Introduce new laboratory courses or laboratories for existing courses as follows:
1986/87:
1987/88:
later:

Graphics (new course)
Artificial Intelligence (new course)
CS 404 (Software-Engineering)
CS 330 (Second course for majors)
CS 430 (Third course for majors)
Systems Programming (new course)

The three new courses will be the only additions to the undergraduate program.
The facilities implication of these courses are discussed in Section 4.
C.

Introduce an honors program. We conjecmre [hat this can be done with a modest expenditure of resources, a specific implementation plan is to be developed.

D.

Increase the number of undergraduate assistants from 32 [0 40. This helps the
depamnent and provides more suitable work for undergraduate majors.

3.2 Undergraduate Service Courses.
The plan is to maintain the current commitment of resources. These courses will
continue to be taught primarily by visitors and instructors because [he projected increases
in faculty are barely sufficient for the planned improvements in the undergraduate and

-6graduate programs.

3.3 Graduate Majors.
The number of graduate students is to increase from 125 to 180. Alllhe increase
will be in Ph.D. students. This requires a substantial enhancement in the graduate course

offerings. especially for 600-level and seminar courses. These have been held down in
the past because of the lack of faculty.

A vigorous program to attract high quality graduate students will be devised.
Current efforts in this area are much too small.
More specific plans for the graduate program are:
A. Increase the numbers of supported positions as follows:
Fellowships:
Research Assrs:
Teaching Assts:

Staff Assts:
Total Supponed:

B.

from 4 to 10
from 18 to 50
from 60 to 70
from 6 to 12
from 95 to 160

The total supported includes some supported outside the department (e.g., fellowships and assistants in other depamnents).
Increase the course offerings as follows:
SOO-level, regular courses:
600-level, regular courses:
Special 590, 690 courses:

offer 2 more per year
offer 4 more per year
offer 10 more per year

Note that the laboratory facilities needed. for the undergraduate program will
also be used in the graduate program.

4. THE RESEARCH PROGRAM
The research program will grow dramatically in the next five years. There are
several factors that will contribute to this growth:
(i)

The faculty will be more senior. more eSlablished, and consequently, bener
funded.

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The quality of the facuity will improve.
Some big projects and centers will be established.
Research in Computer Science is becoming more experimental in nature and
thus larger in size.

-7(v)

The number of faculty will increase.

(vi)

More academic year support. will be available to suppon a larger research

program.
(vii) More effon will be put into identifying soun:es of funding, both in gnvern-

ment and industry.
The current level of research suppon in Computer Science is $1.7 million (this is actual
expenditures from July I, 1985 to June 30, 1986). The above factors will increase this
level by about $2.5 million up to $4.0 - 4.5 million.

The increase in the research program depends on many individual efforts. The
department as a whole will concentrate on establishing large scale projects or centers that

have high national visibility and provide substantial suppon for the students, faculty,
staff and facilities. Promising areas for such projects and centers are: parallel computations, software engineering, systems and networking, and interdisciplinary research. We
must be alert. for new opportunities that arise in this fast changing field.
The financial information summarized in Table 3 of Section 7 shows the increased
level of research suppon and its effects on the operation and purchase of computing facilities.

5. THE FACILITIES
5.1 Educational Computing and Laboratories

The departmental computing is logically divided into educational, administrative
and research. Educational computing is, in turn, divided into three categories:
A.

B.

C.

General computing provided by PUCe. These facilities have traditionally
been grossly overloaded and this has prevented faculty on many occasions
from teaching appropriate material. We strongly support a large increase in
the computing power provided for general suppon of courses.
Laboratory compuring provided by puce. Several laboratories have dedicated equipment with hardware suppon provided by PUCC and
software/supervisory support provided by the Computer Sciences Department.
Much better computing service is provided to the students in these labs and we
plan to expand this approach.
Laboratory computing provided by CS. Some laboratories with specialized
equipment and systems are operated entirely by the Computer Sciences
DeparnnenL

The laboratory space is provided by the Computer Sciences Depamnent. The
current educational laboratories are:
CSI!O:

two labs equipped with 22 IBM PC/AT's each
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CS230:
CS503/536:

one lab with 22 terminals supponed by a dedicated
dual processor VAX lIngO one lab equipped with a network of LSI II's
supponed by a VAX lIng5

The laboratories planned for the near future are:
Graphics:
Artificial Intelligence:

one lab equipped with workstations supporting
12-15 graphics terminals
one lab equipped with workstations
providing 10-12 AI stations.

In the longer term we plan on:

CS330/430:
Various:

one lab for core CS courses
onc lab with powerful UNIX workstations

We anticipate that equipment cost (liSt price) for one laboratory is about $150,000$300,000 (depending on the type). The puce maintenance and operatiog costs per year
are probably about 10% of the equipment COSt and the extta costs to the Computer Sciences Department for supervision and suppon is about $25.000/year per laboratory.

.5.2 Research and Administrative Computing Facilities
The goal is to have one VAX lIngO equivalent per faculty. plus adequate suppon
for secretarial, administrative and facilities staff. This means about 50 VAX llnSO
equivalents. A resource allocations system will be installed to insure that the services
provided ma[Ch the priorities of the department The bulk of tile funding for this is to
corne from research grants and much of the increased capachy will be in tile form of
workstations. The insmlled computing capaciry- in the spring of 1986 is over 20 VAX
lIn80 equivalents. btl[ h is unevenly distribmed. The general research and administrative computers are grossly overloaded while some machines are lightly used. Note that
the special nature of some machines means that their "power" is not easily made available to the deparnnent as a whole and, indeed. some are dedicated to specific research
projec[S.
The user community for research and adminisrration computing will consist of
about 160 people in 1991 (40 fnculty, 60 Ph.D. srudents, 20 staff, 12 secretaries and 25
M.S. sruden[S). The general characteristics for the facilities planned are as follows:
Gross computing power:

50 VAX IlnSO equivalents.
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User stations:

High quality color (20), lower quality color (20),
high quality (bit mapped) (50), lower quality (70).

JJO devices:

Access to all varieties of black and white paper
printers, photoIypseners, color printers, wide bed
primers. video displays and copiers

Networks:

Access [0 all major national and international networks and all important campus facilities.

Note that the CS computing facility currently has about 100 user stations (mostly simple
tenninals) for about 120 users. Only graduate students involved in research projects are
(and will be) given access to these facilities.
It is interesting to note that the biggest difference between this plan and the previous
onc is in the projected computing power needs. This is a reflection on the dynamic
changes underlying the computing profession. Even the current plan only provides what
will be considered "ordinary" facilities by 1991.
5.3 Space

The depamnent's space needs are divided into three somewhat independent
categories: teaching laboratories, research laboratories, and offices. We discuss these
categories in this order, the order of increasing concern.
The new Compmer Science Building was planned for eleven teaching laboratories.
In the first year of occupancy these are used as follows:
Equipment

Course

In Use:
Personal Compmers (two):
Gmphics:
Terminals:
Tenninals:
Tenninals/Microcomputers:

CSllO
CS435
CS230
General graduate student use
CS503 and CS536

In Reserve:
Seminars/Occasional Use
Classrooms (four)
The four classrooms are currendy assigned to Schedules and Space with the understanding that they will be convened to labor-lEories as needed.
The anticipated five new laboratory courses will require two or lhree new laboratories depending on the course enrollments and versatility of the equipment selected.

-10 The new Computer Science Building contains 4,700 11 2 of research laboratory space
and 2,050 ft2 of computer room space. This is a large increase over the previous situation (1,300 and 840 ft2, respectively), but far shon of the 20,000 ft2 projected need in the
earlier plan. In the fir.it year, 3,200 ft2 of the resean::h lab space and 1,200 ft2 of the
computer room space was in active use. It is expected that ali the research lab space will
be in active use before the end of the second year. Some more space can be obtained by
"squeezing" people tighter, but it is clear that this space will be gone by the end of 1987.

There are three factors that will contribute to the need for additional research lab
space: (1) compUter science research is becoming increasingly experimental in nature,
(2) the resean:h faculty will increase some (perhaps 15%), and (3) the resean:h faculty is
maturing and will be involved in larger projects. Our analysis of the furore suggests that
the previous estimate of 20.000 ft2 of required research lab and computer room space is
still a reasonable one. This is less than 20% of the corresponding space of the Chemistry
or Biological Sciences Depamnems at Purdue.
Office space is the major shoncoming of the new Computer Science Building. The
original plan was for a faculty of 40. but it did nor adequately foresee the growth in suppan staff for facilities. research projects, visitors, centers, and administration. The office
space for graduate teaching and research assistants is adequate for the number the depanment had in the 1983-85 period. However, we plan on a substantial increase in research
assistants in the next five years. The result is that all the office space will be gone by the
end of 1986. After that a substantial squeeze for offices will begin.
The five rooms now in reserve will provide some of the research lab, educational
lab and office space needed. These rooms have about 4.400 ft2 and it is clear that they
cannot come close to providing for two or three teaching labs, 18 offices and 13,000 ft 2
of research laboratories. In view of the long lead time for acquiring space, planning must
begin now on how to meet these needs. Quantitative projections of space needs are given
in Table 5.

6. ADMINISTRATIVE AND STAFF SUPPORT

6.1 Departmental Administration
The department has grown substantially over lhe years without acquiring adequate
suppon for administrative and staff operations. Some of these duties have fallen upon
the faculty and some are not being done. Tasks that need better suppon include industtial relations, recruiting graduate students, managing educational labs. and departmental
administration. Using faculty for these tasks detracts from our plan to provide a superior
departmental environmenL

6.2 Facilities and Laboratory Operations
The superior environment that we desire must include an excellent suppon smff for
the computing and experimental facilities. Funhennore. we must stan providing general
suppon for the teaching laboratories and for the laborious software preparations for many

-11regular courses. The main bmden for supporting research experimental facilities will fall
upon the research projects, but there are .still many general support tasks that must be
provided. Our budget projections assure that the staff additions listed below to suppen
resean:h labs will be paid from resean:h grants.
Thus. over the next five years, we plan that the department add the following:

•

•

Associate Deparnnent Head (perhaps rotating for a 2-3 year period).
Assistant Deparnnent Head (responsible for industriaI relations, publicity,
government relations, development).

•

Three secretaries (beyond any dedicated to research projects, centers, ctc.).

•

Three Programmers (one for educational services, two for general
researchladminisrrative suppon).

•

Two Technicians (one for educational services-labs, one for general support).

•

Five graduate assistants (two for educational services, two for general support,
one for research lab snppon).

•

Ten undergraduate assistants (five for educational services. three for general
support, two for research lab suppon).

These additions are included in the personnel projection of Table 1.

7. QUANTITATIVE DATA AND PLAN

7.1 Assumptions nf lhe Plan
This plan is based on four assumptions, three of these are outside the department's
control:
1.

2.

3.

Depanmenr Budget. The Computer Sciences Department's budget will
increase about $200.000 per year (in constant dollars) over the next five years.
These increases are in addition to normal raises, inflationary increases in supplies, etc. This is the level of increase that was agreed to in 1981 when the
previous plan was presented and discussed.
Undergraduate Enrollments. A substantial decrease in undergraduate enrollments will occur, dropping the number to 750 or fewer. This seems rather
plausible in view of the demographics and a return [0 normalcy of interest in
Computer Science.
Research Funding. The level of federal research will double (in constant dollars) and the level of indusnial support will triple. The result will be an
increase of about $2+ million/year in external research funding (from $1.7 million to $4.2 million).

- 12The fourth assumption lS, given the above developments. that the department and
administration will make the commitmem to the goal of increasing the quality of the

department and its faculty.

7.2 Tabular Data
The plan is presented quantitatively in five tables: Personnel, Faculty Evolution.
Fmances and Budgets. Students., and Space. In each table, actual values are given for me

1981-82 and 1985-86 years along with planned values for the 1986-87 and 1990-91
years. Table 2, Faculty Evolution, also gives each year from 1985-86 to 1992-93.
Further historical data is given in the Appendix which presents an analysis of the
statuS and progress of the 1981 Plan for Excellence.
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Table 1: Personnel. Graduate Teaching Assistants also includes graduate assistants for
computing facilities. Staff includes administrative and computing facilities. About 25%
of the staff and secretaries and all of the Graduate Research Assistants are to be supponed by grants and contracts. Values are full-lime equivalents (FTEs).

Planned

Actual
1981-82
Faculty

22

1985-86
32
4.5

1986-87

1990-91

33

37

5

5

Counselors and
InSttUcIors

2

Grad Teaching

17

34

36

39

0

8

8

10

Staff

3

7

8

14

Secretaries and
Clerical

3

7

8

14

II

25

Assistants

Undergrad Teaching
Assistants

Graduate Research
Assistants

II

9.5

-14 Table 2: Faculty Evolution. The distribution of faculty in lbe three ranks Is given

based on average assumptions about furore promotions. resignations. and new positions.
Only people more than 50% in Computer Sciences are considered.. All vacancies due to
resignations are assumed to be filled at lbe same tank. During lbe six year period 19861992 it is estimated that over 20 positions will be filled in order to increase the faculty by
five.

Rank
Year

Assistant

1981-82

11

1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93

16
15
15
15
14
14
12
11

Full

Total

8

6

25

10
10

6
8
8
7
9
11
13
16

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
38

Associate

11
13
13
12
13
11
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Table 3: Financial. Amounts shown are in $1000 units and are university budgets with
the exception of capital. Capital obtained by grants includes ordinary grants and contracts. gifts-and discounts. The facilities budget includes both maintenance and operating
supplies. Constant doliars are assumed from 1985-86 on.

Actual
1985-86
1981-82

Planned
1986-87
1990-91

1111
26
15
22

2270
60
125
26

2430
65
170
28

2950
85
410
35

Subtotal
Recurring dept. budget
Non-recurring Purdue funds
Total

58
0
58
37
250
345

792
40
832
175
125
1133

800
50
850
175
100
1125

1000
200
1200
200
200
1600

Total budget (University funds)
Current dollars
1985-86 dollars

1211
1620

2656
2656

2980
2867

4260
3680

Salary & Wages
Supplies & Expenses
Facilities
Miscellaneous
Capital items
Research grants
Education grants

- 16Table 4: Students. Undergraduate student majors are given by semester and graduate
by year. Degrees granted are averages over three years. Data. is for the fall of each year.

Projected

Actual

Undergraduate Majors
Semester 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total
B.S. degrees

Graduate Majors
Year 1

2
3
4+
Total
M.S. degrees
Ph.D.degrees

1981-82

1985-86

1986-87

1990-91

507
27
205
35
138
30
81
50
1073
97

320

290
22
205
30
135
32
160
100
974
180

240

45
45
22
20
132
50
6

50
50
35
45
180
50
12

22

199
28
154
36
155
96
1010
171

25

47

54
26
36
141
54
5

40

18
19
124
53
6

18
155
22
115
26
115
70
761
140
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Table 5; Space. Depamnent space is given in tenns of assignable square feet, except
for offices. Offices are broken down by type of occupant (some types have multiple
occupants). These data do not include offices for counselors. The data given for 1986-87
and 1990-91 are estimates.

OFFlCES
Faculty

Secretary

Staff

Grad. Students

Total

30
39
40
45

4
7
7
8

1
8
8
11

21
35
36
45

56
89
91
109

1981-82
1985-86
1986-87
1990-91

OTHER SPACE

1981-82
1985-86
1986-87
1990-91

Labs
300
4715
4715
16000

Machine
Rooms

Conferences
Rooms

Terminal
Rooms

280
2059
2059

158
824
824
824

474
1100
1100
700

4000

APPENDIX ONE

PLAN FOR EXCEl.! ENCE
DEPARlMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCES
PURDUE UNIVERSITY

Analysis of Scams and Progress
John Rice, November 1983
(Updated August 1986 for 1986-87 year)
Peter Denning, John Rice, Larry Snyder. and Paul Young prepared the depamnent's
Plan/or Excellence in the summer of 1981. This Plan and its goals were agreed to in
principle (but not as to specific details) by the Dean and Provost that summer. TIlls
analysis is to determine the progress that has been made so far and to assess the current
statuS of this Plan.
The method used here is completely quantimtive. There are many specific quantitative goals stated in the Plan for the years 1986-87 and 1989-90. Corresponding values
have been obtained for 1981-82 and then linear interpolation used to produce year by
year milestones. In some instances (e.g.. supplies and equipment maintenance), we have
derived numbers from the Plan which were not explicitly given there. The financial
goals of the Plan were expressly given in constant dollar terms, these (except for capital
items) have been adjusted for inflation as follows:

1981 to 1982
1982 to 1983
1983 to 1984
1984 to 1985
thereafter

8%
6%
5%
4%
0%

Thus these numbers are in constant 1985 dollars after 1985.
The analysis is reduced to simple tables of the following variables:

PERSONNEL

Faculty FfE
Secretarial

Grad. Teaching Asst. FfE
Other professional staff
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FINANCIAL
Salary and Wages Budget
Capital Budget
Mise Budget

Supplies and Expenses Budget
Capital Equipment Installed

OFFICES

Faculty GTA

Secretarial

Staff

SPACE (excluding offices)

Labs

Machine rooms

Conference rooms

Terminals

Numbers from the Plan and the original 1981-82 siroatian are starred, the other Plan
numbers are obtained by linear interpolation. Actual values for years 1981-1987 are also
given following the slash after Plan numbers.

Table 1, PERSONNEL
Entties are '"PIanftr Actual".
Counselors and instruCtOrs are nOi. included
FACULTY
F1'E

GTA
F1'E

SEC'y

STAFF

1981-82

22"

82-83

24/22.4

22/24

5/6

5f3

83-84

26/24

26/23

7/55

6/4

84-85

28/28

JII32.5

8/6

7/4

85-86

30/27

35/34

9(1

9(1

17"

3"

3"

86-87

32"

40"

10"

11"

87-88

35

40

12

11

88-89

37

40

13

12

89-90

40"

40"

IS"

12"

Table 2: FINANCIAL (amounts are Sl000)
Amounts are those budgeted at the beginning of me ye3I except for
capil:3l. which are year end figures..

Salary&Wages
Budget(Nme 1)

Supplies&Expenses
Budget(Note 2)

Capital EqWj>.
Installed(No", 3)

1981·82

1,111*

100*/51

654

345*=37+250+58

::2*

1982·83

1.393/1.238

148/155

1.071/1,035

401/381
(98+11+283)

26fl5

1983·84

1.668/1.454

211.'135

1.490/1.449

457/414
(10.210.154)

31fl5

1984-85

1.967/1.898

288/185

1.908/1.963

513/514
(50.112+352)

35fl5

1985·86

2270f2.057

338/195

2.326f2,477

5691'J96
(125+72+799)

40fl5

1986-87

2,495*/2300

384*/225

2,744/3,494

625/

43fl5

1987·88

2,682

429

3,162

681

45

1988-89

2,807

474

3580

737

47

1989-90

2,994*

529"

4000*

800*

49

Note 1.
Nme 2.

Note 3.
Note 4.

Capital
(Note 4)

MIse.
Bndget

Amounts include lranSfers from School of Sciences funds for 1984-85.
Supplies and expenses Plan consists of consumables which are adjusted for inflation and
faculty growth, plus equipment maintenance which is 10% of equipment insWled. Starting in 1985-86, the actual S&E of the dcpamnent is reduced by the maintenance costs of
hems used exclusively for leaChing (these items are also excluded from the capital equipment insWled).
Inslal1ed capital equipment does not recognize depreciaLion or obsolesence. Actual
values are perhaps one third to one halfless than the amounts shown.
Capila1 expenditures consists of three pans (separated by +'s) and do not include items
used exclusively for leaching:
recwring deparonenl budget
+ non-recwring university purchases
+ giflS and purchases from grants

Table 3: OFFICES

These data do not include offices for counselors.

FACULTY
1981-82

Nme 1.

30'

SEC'Y

4"

STAFF

I"

GRAD
STIJDENTS
21"

82-83

31129

5/4

3/4

23/34

83-84

32/28

7/4

4/7

25/12

84·85

33/31

8/5

6/4

26/l0

85-86

34/39

9/7

8J1l

27/35

86-87

35·/40

lO·n

9"J1l

28·/36

87-88

38

12

10

29

88-89

41

13

II

30

89-90

43"

IS"

12"

3D"

The numbers for 1985-86 include the new CS building plus pan of the 4th floor of the
Ma1h Science. The graduate sD.Ident offices beginning in 1985-86 are measured in unilS
of 120-150 sq.fl offices holding 3 sD.IdenlS each.

Table 4: SPACE.EXCLUDING OFFICES

LABS
1981-82

Note 1.
NOle2.

300"

Cm square feet)

MACHINE

CONFERENCE

ROOMS

ROOMS

280"

15S-

1ERMINALS

474-

82-83

3900/600

1224/576

206/158

500/474

83-84

7500/816

2168/838

254/158

5251616

84-85

11,100/1300

3112/838

3021158

550/616

85-86

14,700/4715

4056/2059

350/824

575/1100

86-87

18.000*{4,715

5,000"12,059

4OIl"/824

600*'1,100

87-88

19,000

6,000

430

630

88-89

21,000

7,000

470

670

89-90

22,500·

8,000·

500"

700"

The machine room space includes puce space in 1981-85.
The numbers for 1985-86 include the new building for CS plus the following from the 41h
floor of Math Science: Machine: 158, Tenninals: 316.

COMPUTER SCIENCES FIVE YEAR PLAN
John R. Rice
December 14, 1990

Abstract

This plan is a minor modification of the 1988 and 1989 five year plans developed by
Mike Atallah, Doug Comer, Buster Dunsmore, Greg Frederickson and John Rice. It is divided
into three parts: (1) Undergraduate education, (2) Graduate education and research, and (3)
New building for Computer Sciences, Mathematics and Statistics. Highlights of the plan are:
(1) Upgrade undergraduate education by restructuring the curriculum, establishing more laboratories, and using only permanent faculty for teaching. (2) Establish two large research centers
or groups and increase research funding by 50%. (3) Establish graduate degree programs in
Software Engineering and in interdisciplinary Computational Science. (4) Improve the department support staff substantially. (5) Obtain 14,000 - 16,000 square feet of new space.

CS) UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION· DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER
SCIENCES
A.

GENERAL

The number of undergraduate majors is expected to stabilize at about 500. Table
1 gives a projection for the next five years. Currently, some service course class sizes
are too large and the variety of undergraduate offerings is limited. The combination of
10% fewer majors and 10% more faculty provides the opportunity to raise the quality
of the undergraduate program for majors. Even so, care will be needed to provide high
quality teaching with the expected resources.
Table 1. Undergraduate majors are given by semester. Degrees granted are averages over three years. Data are for the fall of each year.

Actual

Projected

1981-82

1985-86

1988-89

1989-90

1991-92

507
27
205
35
138
30
81
50
1073
82

320
22
199
28
154
36
155
96
1010
172

172
16
99
15

146
16
111
22
77
20

130
15
100
20
68
16
80
75
504
90

Undergraduate Majors
Semester

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Total
B.S. Degrees

92

15
98
91
598
115

92

82
566
133

Curriculum evolution is constant in Computer Science. This year we are examining the
whole undergraduate program with an eye towards the requirements in the CSAB
accreditation guidelines and the new ACMlIEEE-CS curriculum guidelines. There will
be a comprehensive recommendation by the departmental Undergraduate Committee by
early 1991 concerning course modifications. The Committee will then oversee the
course redevelopment involved. We must be vigilant to maintain an up-to-date program while not proliferating courses unnecessarily.

Basic Plan
B. New Programs
We are making more of our courses into laboratory courses - taking note of the
fact that Computer Science is rapidly becoming a lab science. Ultimately many of our
core courses as well as elective courses will contain a lab section in which students
become proficient in good software development principles and practices under the
watchful attention of skilled undergraduate assistants, graduate assistants, and even
faculty. Such lab components will be in addition to the already commonplace out-of-
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class assignments involving the use of workstations and lab equipment.
We are currently creating a new Software Engineering minor. This will include a
lower division course introducing students to the concepts of this very important new
area of Computer Science and will also include at least two lab-based upper division
courSes in which undergraduate students will get hands-on experience in software
development with state-of-the-art software engineering concepts.
We also plan to introduce an honors program that will include adding some new
courses and creating honors sections of some existing courses. Furthennore, we are
going to broaden the co-op experience for Computer Science students. We are going to
a more flexible plan that will pennit such situations as summer work experience and
experience with more than one company.

Proposal for ehe new undergraduate curriculum
The following is the first draft of a proposal to restructure the undergraduate curriculum in computer sciences at Purdue which will be debated extensively in the months
to come.
Highlights of the new program

*

Change required core courses

*

Change math requirements

*
*
*

Alter GPA requirements
Alter science requirements slightly
Alter requirements on CS electives

Things not changed

*
*
*
*

A.S. degree requirements
Communications (English, etc) requirements
Free electives
Co-op programs

Degree requirements
To receive a Bachelor of Science degree, computer sciences majors must:
1)

Complete eight computer sciences sources called the "core courses" (listed below),
and four additional courses beyond the core. The latter must include a two-course
sequence in a specialization area (described below). The remaining two courses
can be chosen for further depth or specialization, as the student wishes.

2)

Maintain at least a 4.5 GPA in the major to graduate. They must pass every
course in the core with a grade of "C" or better.

3)

Complete courses in mathematics, other sciences, and the humanities to develop
their analytic, experimental, and communication skills. The following requirements for the B.S. with a major in computer sciences is intended to fulfill the
School of Science requirements. A total of 124 credits is required. Mathematics

-3 courses below MA 161 and computer sciences courses below CS 180 cannot be
used to satisfy any of these requirements. The proposed. computer science major
requirements are 40 hours as follows:

Core requirements (total of 28 hours):

CS 182
CS 183
EE 266/CS 240
CS 250
CS 260
CS 300
CS 352
CS 360
CS 413

lntro to Computer Science I
Intro to Computer Science II

Digital Logic
Computer Organization and Architecture
Analysis and Design of Algorithms
The Computing Professional (1 hr. PasslFail)
Prograrruning Languages & Translators
Software Methodology
Operating Systems & Networks

One of the following sequences:

Systems and Software (CS 404, 440)
Scientific Computing (CS 414, 415)
Infonnation Processing (CS 440, 442)
Theory of Computation and Algorithms (CS 481, 483)
Artificial Intelligence (CS 572)
Computer Graphics (CS 435)
Two other courses in CS at the 400/500 level. with no more than six hours total of

credit from CS 490 and CS 590 courses.
C. OTHER INITIATIVES
Undergraduate Service Courses
Our plan is to maintain the current commitment of resources. These courses will
continue to be taught primarily by visitors and lecturers because the projected increases
in faculty are barely sufficient for the planned improvements in the undergraduate and
graduate programs. A pennanent. non-faculty staff position will be added to provide
continuity and administrative support for these courses. We expect that this will cost
little, substantially improve the courses and make it much easier to move regular
faculty into these courses.

Initiative: Upgrade Undergraduate Teaching
The initiative is to upgrade the educational program by a) having all lecture
courses taught by regular, permanent faculty (only recitations in large service courses
would be taught by graduate students), and b) providing up-to-date computing facilities
for students majoring in Computer Science. This would require five new faculty positions plus converting four existing visiting or lecturer positions to regular faculty positions. The facilities improvements would come primarily from the general upgrade of

- 4educational computing which we expect the university to adopt in the near future.
A large part of the undergraduate program is carried by visiting faculty, some with
Ph.D.'s, some without. While many of these people are very competent classroom
teachem, they do not provide the maturity to keep courses up to date or the knowledge
that students at Purdue should expect from their professors. We propose that three
steps be taken:
1.

2.

3.

Courses for Majors. All courses for undergraduate majors will be taught by permanent faculty in nonnallecture classes or laboratories.
Service Courses. All service courses will have a permanent faculty member in
charge and teaching at least one section. All large «lecture - recitation" courses
will have permanent faculty presenting the lectures.
Facilities. Students majoring in Computer Science will have nonnal access to
up-to-date computing facilities. This means modem equipment in labs as well as
some publically available equipment. The power and sophistication of the equipment will be appropriate for the students, i.e., there will be different equipment for
lower division majors, upper division majors and graduate students.

This teaching upgrade will require (assuming constant enrollments) nine FTE new
pennanent teaching faculty in Computer Science. The job market is nOw such that nine
highly qualified faculty could be hired in a 2 or 3 year period. Funding for four of
these positions is available by converting existing visiting positions to regular tenure
crack positions. This initiative plus the Basic Plan would increase the faculty to 45 FIE
from the current 36. The estimated total cost of the undergraduate teaching upgrade 1S
about $250,000/year.
The educational facilities upgrade is partly "general educational computing"
which should be funded by the anticipated new general funding in this area. Part of the
upgrade is towards better quality equipment for advanced undergraduates and graduate
students. We estimate the cost of this to be about $150,000 initially and then recurring
costs of $50,000lyear ($20,000 operational and $30,000 equipment modernization). We
propose that some part of the initial cost be paid by the CS department from its own
funding.

D. EQUIPMENT AND SPACE
As suggested above, we are moving Computer Science in the direction of a laboratory science. This will lead to significant needs both for laboratory equipment as well
as space for these labs and equipment. In tenns of equipment, we would like to have
about 250 state-of-the-art workstations available for our undergraduates situated in a
combination of class labs (about 150) and open labs (about 100). This will require that
we upgrade from the 3 labs we currently have to 12-15 labs. We anticipate that such
equipment and labs will receive heavy use nearly all day every day
As far as the equipment available, we will want a combination of state-of-the-art
workstations from a variety of companies. This will allow us to incroduce our students
to the myriad of both hardware and software that they will encounter after leaving Purdue. We must recognize that there will be substantial costs in main-frame hardware,

-5 disk space, system programmers, and maintenance and replacement to make such a
facility a success. We foresee that this will require cooperation between the Department of Computer Science and the Purdue University Computing Center.

Educational Computing and Laboratories
Departmental computing is logically divided into three categories: educational,
administrative and research. Educational computing is, in tum, divided into three
categories:
A.

General computing provided by puce. These facilities have traditionally
been grossly overloaded and on many occasions this has prevented faculty
from teaching appropriate material. We strongly support a large increase in
the computing power provided for general support of courses.

B.

lAboratory computing provided by puce. Several laboratories have dedicated equipment with hardware support provided by puce and
software/supervisory support provided by the Computer Sciences Department.
Much better computing service is provided to the students in these labs and
we plan to expand this approach.

C.

Laboratory computing provided by CS. Some laboratories with specialized
equipment and systems are operated entirely by the Computer Sciences
Department.

The laboratory space is provided by the Computer Sciences Department. The
current educational laboratories are (the course numbers referred here are those of the
current program):
CSllO:
CS180:
CS435:
CS404/490A/536:
CS503/603/636:

two labs equipped with 22IBM PC/AT's each
one lab with 22 X-tenninals supported by a dedicated Sequent machine
one lab with 15 high quality color graphics workstations
one lab with 10 SUN workstations and 12 HP color X-tenninals
one lab equipped with a network of SUN workstations

The laboratories planned for the near future will include:
CS 180:
CS181125 11414:

upgrade to support workstations with object-oriented high
level environments and multimedia capabilities
one lab equipped with basic workstations providing UNIX
service and high level tools
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In the longer tenn we plan on:
CS250/352/403/413:

two more labs for core CS courses

We anticipate that equipment cost for one laboratory is about $75,000-$150,000
(depending on the type). The puce maintenance and operating costs per year are
probably about 10% of the equipment cost and the extra costs to the Computer Sciences
Department for supervision and support is about $25,OOO/year per laboratory.
Space

The department's space needs are divided into three somewhat independent
categories: teaching laboratories, research laboratories, and offices. The teaching
laboratories is of most concern and discussed here.
The Computer Science Building currently has five teaching laboratories:

Room (Equipment)

Courses

G40 (personal Computers)
G50 (personal Computers)
GIS (SUNIHP workstations and HP X-window tenninals)
115 (X-display tenninals)
175 (Graphics workstations)
257 (Sun workstations- specialized)
B21 Math Science Building (liP workstations and X-tenninals)

CS 110
CS 110
CS 536/542/572/690B/public
CS 180
CS 4351490N590DI590K
CS503/603/636
Oenerallab

There is one classroom (111) on loan to Schedules and Space with the understanding
that they will be converted to laboratories as needed. Only 066 is intended to be kept
as a classroom permanently. Note that a few very small classes are held in departmental conference rooms, providing the equivalent of a "half" classroom. The anticipated
new laboratories courses will require four new laboratories depending on the course
enrollments and versatility of the equipment selected.

D. CONCISE SUMMARY
The three major steps of the plan are: 1) to restructure and revise the undergraduate program, 2) to have ALL undergraduate courses taught by permanent faculty and,
3) to continue introducing laboratories into the curriculum. In step 2 we are not considering recitation sections or lab sessions, but regular course lectures. It will require 5
new positions plus the conversion of 4 existing temporary positions to regular positions
in order to accomplish this step. Four new laboratories and updating the equipment in
the existing laboratories are required to accomplish the third step.

CS) GRADUATE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH· DEPARTMENT OF
COMPUTER SCIENCES
A.

GENERAL

Basic Plan
The top priority goal is to increase the quality of the department as measured by
its research and educational programs. The emphasis will be in strengthening OUf core
research groups, and create some critical mass in the areas of artificial intelligence and
programming languages. The highest priority is given to the increasing the quality of
the graduate students. The key components of the Basic Plan are as follows:

Faculty. We will create a superior academic environment to attract and retain a superior faculty. Seven specific steps are proposed. the most significant are to provide superior research facilities, provide an excellent teaching environment, and
attract more and better Ph.D. students.
Graduate Students. We will provide more attractive stipends, more fellowships, better
computing facilities, and take other steps to increase the quality of the graduate
student body substantially. Most graduate students will be pursuing the Ph.D.
degree.
Education. We will have comfortable class sizes while keeping the curriculum in pace
with the rapid development of computer sciences. The experimental and laboratory components of the educational program will be increased substantially.
Research. The level of research funding will increase significantly, going from $4
million/year to $6 million/year. Seven factors are cited which contribute to this
growth; the most important are (a) our young faculty will be much better supported as it matures, (b) the overall quality of the faculty will improve and (c)
additional large projects andior centers will be established.
Administration/Staff". The administrative staff will be increased to reflect the recent
rapid growth of the department both in numbers of people and in
laboratory/experimental facilities.
Computing Facilities. Dramatic improvements in the costlperfonnance ratio of computers make it feasible to plan for all researchers in the department within 5
years to have the equivalent of at least a 50 MIPS, 20 :MFLOP's workstation
with window oriented, color graphics displays. Many will have better workstations and a wide variety of specialized equipment will be available.
This Basic Plan
$100,OOO/year in the
budget is expected to
will help indirectly to

can be accomplished with a steady increase above inflation of
Department's operating budget. Note that the research support
grow much faster at a rate of about $400,OOO/year. These fundS
finance a number of the planned improvements.
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In addition to the Basic Plan, we propose two initiatives that will provide major
improvements in the department and its programs.
The first initiative is to establish one or more new, major research centers. These
are expected to have 8-12 faculty collaborators in 2-4 departments and to achieve
stable support from government and industry of $600,000-$1,000,000 per year. Areas
being considered are Advanced Parallel Distributed Computation, Electronic ProlOtyping for Physical Design and Computer Education Center. An investment in start-up
funds of perhaps $200,000 would be required for each center.
The second initiative is the addition to the Matheman"cs and Computer Science
buildings, which is part of the School of Science plan.
The third initiative is the addition of two new graduate academic programs. We
plan to create a Masters Program on Software engineering and a PhD program in
Computational Sciences. Both new programs are in the planning stage. Their realization
depends very much on the availablity of new faculty positions in our department. The
MS degree will be supported by the CS department while the Ph.D degree will be supported by all School of Sciences departments. Already there is an infonnal agreement
among the heads to implement this program. We believe that both programs will bring
great visibility and prestige to Purdue.
These three initiatives are interrelated with the undergraduate teaching initiative.
Neither the undergraduate education upgrade nor the new research centers initiatives are
thinkable without the building addition. Even our basic plan requires more space than
presently available.
The Faculty

The current faculty consists of about 32 full time equivalents (FTEs). The faculty
is rather young, which suggests there will be considerable change both in people and in
their fields of interest. The Basic Plan is to grow to about 36 FIE faculty.
This Plan's principal point is to create a superior academic environment which
will attract and retain superior faculty. The following specific mechanisms are
identified:
quan~

A.

Attract more and better PhD. students. This is the highest priority item. A
tum jump in the number of outstanding Ph.D. students is to be made.

B.

Provide excellent research facilities. High quality, state-of-the-art general computing services will be provided as well as a variety of specialized facilities (e.g.,
parallel machines, sophisticated graphics, specialized workstations). Ample space
for laboratories must be available.
Provide competitive salaries. Current salaries are generally average for high quality schools, but not more. The lower cost of living at Purdue helps some, but is
not a strong attraction for younger faculty.

C.
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Provide competltLve teaching environment. The department must maintain an
attractive teaching environment. More assistance (both staff and student) will be
provided to support the teaching program.

E.

Emphasize special areas of excellence. The department is already Slrong in some
areas (theory, scientific computing, software engineering, systems) and these
strengths will be the foundations of future quality enhancements. Adding an area
of strength will involve a commitment to 3-4 excellent people.

F.
G.

Maintain a vigorous visitorlcolloquiwn program.
Maintain a congenial/cooperative atmosphere.

The facilities and student aspects of these mechanisms are discussed later. Other
mechanisms require mostly money (salaries, colloquium program) while the rest require
a judicious combination of effort, organization, money, cooperation and perseverance.

Departmental Administration
The department has grown substantially over the years without acquiring adequate
support for administrative and staff operations. Some of these duties have fallen upon
the faculty and some are not being done. Tasks that need better support include recruiting graduate students, managing educational labs, and departmental administration.
Using faculty for these administrative tasks detracts from our plan to provide a superior
departmental environment. The recent addition of the position of Associate Department
Head has helped this situation considerably, but there is still inadequate support.

Initiative: New Research Centers
There are several groups within the Computer Science Department with the potential to establish a major research center such as SERe (Software Engineering Research
Center). Such centers have enonnous positive impact on the research program of the
department and contribute greatly to the prestige and educational opportunities at Purdue. We propose the university invest in the future by providing some start-up support
for one or more of these groups. Three such groups are identified below, but we propose that the faculty's creativity be prodded by having an open competition for ideas.
The criteria for selection will be
a)
b)

c)

A critical mass of 8-12 collaborators including several senior researchers with
well established national reputations.
An area that is of interest to other parts of science anellor engineering and which
can attract substantial industrial support.
Realistic prospects for $600,000-$1,000,000 of stable external support.
The start-up support required is of two kinds:

i)

Administrative costs and matching funds over a four year period of, say, $50,000,
$75,000, $50,000 and $25,000 per year, respectively. This serves to get things
started and demonstrates conunitment to the center on the part of the University.

- 4ii)

Space and furnishings, perhaps 2.000 It 2 • plus 12 offices or so. This space can be
furnished at a cost of perhaps $50,000 for furniture, plus $80,000 for specialized
facilities.

The total start-up cost of a center is thus about $300,000. To illustrate the potential and nature of such centers, we roughly describe four feasible candidates:
1)

High Perfonnance Computing. Focus on the theoretical and practical problems of
applying massive parallelism to important problems of science. Potential components include:
Source/Area

Number of People

CS Theory
Perfonnance Evaluation
Scientific Computing
Systems and Languages
Electrical Engineering
Mathematics
Applications

2-3
1-2
2-3
1-2
2-4
1-2
2-4

Candidates

Apostolico. Atallah, Frederickson, Guerra, Hambrusch
Spankowski, Marinescll, Rego
I>yksen,lioustis, EUce
Kerb, Spafford
Dietz, Jamieson, Siegel
Douglass, Lucier
Molecular Biology, Aerodynamics,
Psychology, Control (Robots, Vehicles)

Potential leaders for this center include Atallah, Frederickson, Houstis and Rice.

2)

Distributed Computing Systems. Focus on the creation and management of very
large applications with multiple software systems running on a network of heterogeneous computers. Potential components include:
Source!Area

Number of People

Systems
Databases
Scientific Computing
CS Theory
Performance Evaluation
Electrical Engineering
PUCC
ECN
Application

3-4
2-3

1-2
1-2

1-2
2-3
1-2
1-2
2-4

Candidates
Comer, Dewan, Hannaford, Korb, Spafford
Bhargava, Elmagarmid
Dyksen,Houstis, FUce
Atallah, Frederickson
Marinescu, Rego, Szpankowski
Delp, Siegel
Abell, Steele
Goebel
Educational Systems, Manufacturing Facilities,
Global Data Systems (geography, weather, ...),
Phannaceutical production

Potential leaders for the center include Bhargava and Comer.

3)

Elecronic Protoryping of Physical Design. Focus on the design, analysis and
simulation of realistic, complex physical objects and systems. Potential components include:

-5 Source!Area

Number of People

Geometric Modeling
Scientific Computing
Systems
Applied Math
Applications

2-3
2-3
1-2
2-3
3-5

Candidates
Bajaj, Hoffmann
Dyksen, Houstis, Rice
Dewan, Korb
Douglass, Lucier, Milner, Phillips
Mechanical design, Aerodynamic Structures,
Harsh environment tools (heat, space, deep sea)
Surgical tools, Body replacement parts

Electronic Prototyping of Mechanical designs
Potential leaders for the center include Hoffmann, Houstis and Rice.
3)

Computer Education Center Focus on the design and implementation of computer
sciences courses and labs, develop computer aided instruction tools, and establish
a link between the department, Indiana Colleges and high schools. The transfer of
computer technology to high schools and the development of a prototype undergraduate program for the 2000 will be the focus of this program. Potential components include:

Source/Area
Graphics
Multimedia technologies
Scientific Computing
Systems
Software engineering
Artificial Intelligence

Number of People
2-3
2-3
2-3

1-2
2-3
11(002

Candidates
Bajaj, Dyksen. Hoffmann
Korb, Houstis
Dyksen.Houstis,FUce
Dewan, Korb
Conte, DeMillo. Marthur, Spafford, Dunsmore
Guerra, Lee

Potential leaders for the center include Dunsmore and Dyksen

The Research Program
The research program will grow significantly in the next five years. There are
several factors that will contribute to this growth:
(i)

The faculty will be more senior. more established, and consequently better
funded.

(ti)

The quality of the faculty will improve.
Some big projects and centers will be established.
Research in Computer Science is becoming more experimental in nature and
thus larger in size.

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

The number of faculty will increase some.
More academic year support will be available to support a larger research
program.
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(vii) More effort will be put into identifying sources of funding, both in government and industry.
The current level of research support in Computer Science is $3.1 million (this is the
estimated actual expenditures from July 1, 1989 to June 30, 1990). The above factors
will increase this level up to $5.5 - 6.0 million.
The increase in the research program depends on many individual efforts. The
department as a whole will concentrate on establishing new large scale projects or
centers that have high national visibility and provide substantial support for the students. faculty, staff and facilities. We must be alert for new opportunities that arise in
this fast changing field.

B. GRADUATE NUMBERS
The number of graduate students is to increase from 150 to 180. All the increase
will be in Ph.D. students. This requires some enhancement in the graduate course
offerings and seminar courses.
A vigorous program to attract high quality graduate students will be devised.
Current efforts in this area are much too limited.
More specific plans for the graduate program are:
A.

Increase the numbers of supported positions as follows:
Fellowships:
Research Assts:
Teaching Assts:
Staff Assts:
Total:

from
from
from
from
from

4 to 12
30 to 70
55 to 60
6 to 10
100 to 150

The total includes some supported outside the department (e.g., assistants in
other departments).

B.
Note that some laboratory facilities needed for the undergraduate program
might also be used in the graduate program.
Table 1 shows the past, present, and expected number of graduate majors.
Table 1. Graduate majors for selected years from 1981 through 1993. Data are
for the fall of each year except degrees which are three year averages.
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1981-82
Graduate Majors
Year
1
2
3
4+
Total
M.S. degrees
PhD. degrees

25
54
26
36
141
54
5

Actual
1985-86
1988-89
47
40
18
19
124
53
6

53
32
18
28
131
47
7

1989-90

Projected
1993-94

49
38
23
41
151
33
7

50
50
35
45
180
40
18

Addition to the Mathematics and Computer Sciences Building
This addition is described separately in the School of Science plan. The growth of
the department's research program is now severely limited by the lack of space. As
Computer Science becomes more experimental in nature, it is essential that it have
more laboratory space and offices for the associated staff. The planned improvements
in the educational program cannot take place without more teaching laboratories.
The Computer Science Building originally contained 4,7001t 2 of research laboratory space and 2,050 ft2 of computer room space. This is a large increase over the
1984/85 situation (1,300 and 840 fl2, respectively), but far short of the 20,0001r 2 projected needs in the earlier plans. Now, even though 1000 It 2 has been converted from
student office space to research lab space, all the research lab space is in active use.
Considerable space has been obtained by "squeezing" people tighter, many research
assistants are now assigned. to labs and do not have offices.
There are three factors that will contribute to the need for additional research lab
space: (1) computer science research is becoming increasingly experimental in nature,
(2) the research faculty will increase some, and (3) the research faculty is maturing and
will be involved. in larger projects. Our analysis of the future suggests that the previous
estimate of 20,000 /t 2 of required research lab and computer room space is conservative. but still a reasonable one.
Office space is the major shortcoming of the Computer Science Building. The original plan was for a faculty of 40, but it did not adequately foresee the growth in support staff for facilities, research projects, visitors, centers, and administration. The
office space for graduate teaching and research assistants was adequate for the number
the department had in the 1983-85 period. However, we have had a substantial increase
in staff and research assistants and plan for another substantial increase in the next five
years. The result is that additional office space must be obtained.
The two rooms now in reserve will provide some of the research lab, educational
lab and office space needed. These rooms have about 1600 /t 2 and it is clear that they
cannot come close to providing for one or two teaching labs, 15-25 offices and 13,000
/t 2 of research laboratories. In view of the long lead time for acquiring space, planning
must begin now on how to meet these needs. The most important initiative proposed is
to acquire additional space as this is the limiting factor for much of the quality
improvement in the department.
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See COMPUTING.
E. COMPUTING
Research and Administrative Computing Facilities
The goal is to maintain powerful workstations (or equivalents) for all faculty and

graduate researchers, plus adequate support for secretarial. administrative, and facilities
staff. The following table shows the expected values for the computing resources to be

in use by various classes of users in computer science.
Table 2. Typical Computing Characteristics for CS in 1995

Item

Units

Integer perfonnance
Floating point perfonnance

Auxiliary storage
Main memory
Color

*MIPS
MFLOPS
ME

=

MIPS*
MFLOPS*
ME*
ME*
bit lanes

Facul
100
100
2000
64
24

Grad
Researcher

Undergrad
Ma"or

50
20
1000
32
24

20
10
500
16
8

Million Instructions Per Second

= Million Floating Point Operations Per Second
=

Megabytes (million characters)

While these resources appear lavish now. workstations providing much more will
be commonly available by 1995. Some in CS will have the latest, more powerful
equipment available then. The bulk of the funding for this is to come from research
grants and much of the increased capacity will be in the form of workstations. The

installed computing capacity in the spring of 1986 was over 20 VAX 111780
equivalents, but it was unevenly distributed. The general research and administrative
computers were grossly overloaded while some machines were lightly used. The
installed capacity in the fall of 1988 was over 350 VAX. 111780 equivalents. Note that
the special nature of some machines means that their' 'power" is not easily made available to the department as a whole and, indeed, some are dedicated to specific research
projects.
The Basic Plan implies that the user community for research and administrative

computing will consist of about 190 people in 1995 (40 faculty, 90 PhD. students, 20
staff, 12 secretaries, and 25 M.S. students). The general characteristics for the facilities
planned are as follows:
Gross computing power:

10000 VAX 111780 equivalents in CS Department,
5000 VAX 111780 equivalents in PUCC for majors.

User stations:

High quality color (50), medium quality color (60),
lower quality color (80).

(excluding labs)

- 9I/O devices:

Access to all vanet1es of black and white paper
printers, phototypesetten>, color printers, wide bed
printers, text scanners, massive storage, video
displays, and copiers.

Networks:

Access to all major national and international networks, and to all important campus facilities.

Note that the CS computing facility currently has about 200 user stations (80 X terminals and 120 workstations) for about 250 users. All graduate students in CS are now
given access to these facilities.
It is interesting to note that the biggest difference between this plan and the previous ones is in the projected computing power needs. This is a reflection on the
dynamic changes underlying the computing profession. Even the current plan only provides what will be considered "ordinary" facilities by 1995.
The superior environment that we desire must include an excellent support staff
for the computing and experimental facilities. Furthennore. we must start providing
general support for the teaching laboratories and for the laborious software preparations
for many regular courses. The main burden for supporting research experimental facilities will fall upon the research projects, but there are still many general support tasks
that must be provided. Our Basic Plan assumes that half of the staff additions listed
below will be paid from research grants.
Thus. over the next five years, we plan that the department add the following:

*
*

One secretary (beyond any dedicated to research projects, centers, etc.).

*
*

Two Technicians (one for educational services-labs, one for general support).

*

Three Programmers (one for educational services,
research/administrative support).

two for

general

Five graduate assistants (two for educational services, two for general support, one for research lab support).
Ten undergraduate assistants (five for educational services, three for general
support. two for research lab support).

F. CONCISE SUMMARY
The three principal points of the plan are: 1) the establishment of two major
research centers, 2) to increase the quality of the graduate students and the number of
Ph.D. degrees, and 3) building new space. The center of point I, plus other growth.
will increase research funding from $3+ million to $5+ million (constant dollars). The
primary action for point 2 is to create additional fellowships. The space provided by
the new construction is essential to all aspects of the department's plan.

NEW BUILDING FOR
COMPUTER SCIENCES, MATHEMATICS, AND STATISTICS

Additional space is needed to serve the needs of the three departments (Computer
Sciences, Mathematics, and Statistics) and the Mathematical Sciences Library. Each of
these units is currently tightly squeezed for space and each anticipates a substantial
increase in its space needs in the next few years. The University has a general plan to
build between the Computer Sciences and Mathematical Sciences buildings, so it is
assumed that the space would be in this new building. No attempt is made to plan the
building itself.
The requirements are presented in five parts, the independent needs of the three
departments, the needs for common' 'general" space, and the needs of the Mathematics
Research Center (a proposed center involving all three departments). These five parts
are presented independently.

COMMON AREAS
There is space to be shared by all three departments in a general, equitable way.
1. Well Appointed Lecture Room

During the school year the three departments average 15 to 20 fonnal lectures a
week, plus a few other presentations of various kinds. The formal lectures are by visitors or faculty on current research topics and are attended by other faculty and advanced
graduate students. Examples of other presentations are (I) proposals to the faculty for
some action (fonn a research team, organize a committee, modify the curriculum, buy a
computer), (2) departmental meetings, (3) visits by funding agency review teams.
These "other presentations" run from two hours to two days and frequently involve
people outside Purdue.
Mathematics and Statistics have no room for this purpose and usually have to go
to another building. This is an inconvenience for all and sometimes a true embarrassment when visitors end up in distant, substandard rooms. Computer Science has a nice
room for this purpose, but it is too small. More than half the time it cannot be used
because !.he expected audience might be too large (over 18-20 people).
These departments need a lecture room where they can be proud to take visitors,
one with a pleasant decor, excellent facilities, and comfortable seats. The room should
accommodate up to 40 people.

2. Mathematical Sciences Library Expansion
This library has been in the same space for 24 years. The faculty and student
bodies served have grown substantially, the computer science discipline has matured
from one very small to one with a full array of books and journals. All this is on top of
the natural growth of the collection. All the extra space has long ago been filled up and
the designed expansion (into the second floor) has not been possible because that space
is being used for equally imponant purposes. Thus, every new item that comes in must
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An expansion of about 4000 It 2 would allow the library to restore some of its
study areas, to bring some items out of storage, to provide space for new infonnation
technology, and to survive another decade or two of growth.
3. Lounge

A university faculty needs a place to meet colleagues infonnally to exchange
views, news, and ideas. A lounge is a place to greet visitors and interact with graduate
students. The Mathematical Sciences building has a large pleasant lounge area, but it is
pan of the library so it can be utilized only in a limited way. The location constraints
are such that their space is underutilized. The Computer Science building has a well
appointed lounge with, for examte, a refrigerator and microwave to encourage lunches.
However, it is so small (220 ft ) that not even half the faculty can enter the room at
one time. Coffee and cookies for visiting speakers always ends up with an overflow of
5 or 10 people in the hall and the rest go back to their offices.
A lounge is needed with the size of the one in mathematics and the facilities and
ambiance of the one in computer sciences.

4. Graduate Student Commons
A room is needed which the graduate students can call their own, where they can
meet (night or day) for study, gossip, tea. and a break. Lockers need to be provided for
the many graduate students who do not have offices. Computer Science provided a
small room for this purpose for two years, but it had to be taken back and used for its
intended purpose as a receiving room when space became tighter. The students were
very unhappy about this as the room provided the main focal point for interaction.

S. Summary - Common Areas
Lecture Room
Library Expansion
Lounge
Grad Student Commons

800ft 2
4000 ft 2
600ft 2
600 ft2

TOTAL

6000 ft 2

COMPUTER SCIENCES
The Computer Sciences Department has had several long term plans for its future,
the most notable are: (1) Plan/or Excellence, Summer 1981 by Denning, Rice, Snyder
and Young, (2) A Five Year Plan for Excellence, CSD-lR 651, Summer 1986 by AtaIlab, Comer, Dunsmore, Frederickson and Rice, and (3) A Five Year Plan/or Excellence
in Computer Science, December 1988 by Bajaj. Dunsmore, Houstis, Rice and Spafford.
This latter plan was reorganized in December 1989 and a summary analysis of the 5
year and 10 year plan objectives was made.
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is not repeated here in detail, but we note the several trends that will require additional
space: (1) Undergraduate instruction will be improved in various ways. including having all lecture courses taught by regular faculty. (2) The maturing of the faculty will
result in an overall increase in the size of research programs. (3) Some initiatives to
establish additional large research centers will be successful. (4) The number of graduate students will increase (beyond the effect of the previous trends). (5) The support
staff will increase to accommodate the growth in departmental activities.
We list the sources of new space needs as follows:

1.
2.

Maturing of current faculty's research programs:
3 smail labs, I medium lab and 1 large lab.
Undergraduate Instruction:
A. Nine new faculty:
+9 offices
B. Their lab needs:
3 small labs, 1 medium lab and 1 large lab
C. Less three instructors:
-3 offices
D. Teaching support staff: +4 offices
Coordinator of Instruction (2), Outreach Persons (2)

3.

New Centers:
A. Small center: 3 offices, 1 medium lab
B. Large center: 11 offices, 1 small lab, 1 medium lab, 1 large lab

4.

Graduate Students:
A. For new activities listed above: 25
B. General growth in program: 15
Support Staff and Equipment:
A. Included above: 2 secretaries, 1 clerk, 5 Adminffech staff
B. General growth: 2 secretaries, 1 fiscal clerk
C. Office machines and Computer Room: 2 small. 1 large
D. Storage: 2 small

5.

These data are reorganized by types in the following list.
36 Offices
6:
18:
8:
4:

larger size ( - 180 ft Z each)
moderate size ( - 150 ft Z each)
smail size ( - 120 ft Z each)
secretarial

14 Laboratories
7:
4:
3:

smail ( - 300 ft Z each)
medium ( - 600 ft Z each)
large ( - 800 ft Z each)

Five Other Rooms
1:

Computer room with super AC ( - 800/t 2 )
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2:
2:

Machine rooms ( - 200 It' each)
Storage rooms ( - 400 ft' each)

The assignable space here is estimated to be about 14-15,000 square feet.
MATHEMATICS
The Mathematics Department needs additional space in order to provide undergraduate students with a better educational experience, and to provide faculty and graduate
students a superior environment to enhance our productivity and recruiting competitiveness. Some details follow.
The Mathematics Department is engaged in a long-term program whose goal is to
replace all large Calculus lectures for freshmen and sophomores with small classes of
40 students. In the past four years. eight new positions have been granted for this purpose. For reaching an intermediate stage, where freshman classes are small but sophomore classes are around 180, four more positions are needed. To find offices for these
faculty under present conditions will require restrictions on accommodating emeriti (5
new ones during 1986·91) and visitors. Reducing the sophomore classes to 40 students,
while keeping teaching loads competitive, will require an additional 11 faculty plus 10
more advanced TA's. There is no space available now for housing these additional personnel.
The small class format will ultimately require 5 additional classrooms, full time.
A "study and help room," modelled after the successful Chemistry operation, is a possibility under consideration.
In line with University goals, and especially because of the increase in the number
of our faculty, the Department aims to expand its graduate student population from the
present level of around 175 up to around 190. The additional 10 TA's mentioned above
would bring the number to 200. Because of lack of office space, no expansion is possible now.
An essential part of our research program, especially in the Applied Math. Center,
involves the hosting of short term visitors who interact and share their expertise with
faculty and graduate students. In order to enhance the benefits to Purdue of such visits,
in terms of our general image and of improved communications with the global
research community, we need to offer a positive and productive experience. For this
purpose faculty offices for visitors to work in are highly desirable. Present space for
this purpose is borderline adequate, and will certainly become less so if the four new
positions mentioned above are realized.
Rapidly expanding computing activities in the Department, and in the Applied
Math Center, calls for additional state-of-the-art equipment, and space to house it.
Integration of computers into Mathematics teaching, being widely tested throughout the
country and actively pursued at Purdue, will create further space demands. Our present
computing facilities for graduate students, shared with faculty, have quickly become
overcrowded. A separate laboratory for exclusive graduate student use, with enough terminals to serve up to 200 students (not all at once), will soon be necessary.
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28 Offices
3:
17:
8:

larger size ( - 180 ft 2 each)
small size ( - 120 ft 2 each)
moderate size ( - 160 f,2 each)

Three Other Rooms

1:
2:

Computer room with super AC ( - 250lt Z
Computer labs (- 600 ft 2 each)

)

The assignable space here is estimated to be about 5--6,000 square feet.

STATISTICS
The Department of Statistics is hard-pressed for space. In the next three years, we
need additional space due to expansion in the activities of the Center for Statistical
Decision Sciences, extra space for TA's and RA's (currently we cannot house them).
the increase in the faculty and visitors, increase in the computer laboratory facilities.

and increase in the space for the Statistical Consulting Laboratory.
The space requirements are listed by room types as follows:
25 Offices
4:
16:
5:

larger size ( - 220 ft 2 each)
moderate size ( - 150 ft2 each)
moderate (graduate students) (- 150 f,2 each)

Five Other Rooms

1:
1:
1:
1:
I:

computer lab ( - 600 ft 2 )
computer facility ( - 300 f,2 )
consulting room and lab ( - 400 f,2 )
seminar and reprint room ( - 400/t 2 )
secretarial mall room ( - 400 ft 2 )

The assignable space here is estimated to be about 6-7,000 square feet.

MATHEMATICS RESEARCH CENTER (Proposed)
This Center is the subject of a current proposal to the U.S. Army for a semipermanent center to be located in the Mathematical Sciences building. The space
requirements are as follows:
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Faculty:
Post Docs:
Fellows:
Res. Assts.:
Visitors:
Lounge:
Seminar room:
Miscellaneous:

4 offices plus secretarial/reception area
4 offices
6 offices
3 offices (2 per office)
6 offices (3 per office)
4 offices
I
I
Storage, Computer, office supplies & machines

The Seminar room could be the Lecture room in the common area, the Center cannot
operate without this room. If the common area lounge is available, then the Center's
lounge can be of modest size. The faculty offices and two of the administrative offices
are for people otherwise with offices, so this is a move in location, not a need for new
offices. The space requirements are listed below based on the assumption that the common area space is available. These space requirements are listed by room types.

21 Offices:
large ( - 180 ft 2 each)
moderate ( - 150 fr 2 each)
small ( - 120 fr 2 each)

2:
8:
11:

Other Rooms:
I:
1:
I:
I:

Computer ( - 250 fr 2 )
Supplies and office machines ( - 400 ft2 )
Storage ( - 200 fr 2 )
Lounge ( - 200 fr2 )

The assignable space here is estimated to be about 4,000 square feet. If the common
areas are not available, then the space needs for the Center are increased by about 1,000
ft 2 .

BUILDING SUMMARY
Area

Offices

Other Rooms

Common
Computer Science
Mathematics
Statistics
Math Center
TOTALS

0
36
28
25
21
110

4
19
3
5
4
35

Total Size

6,000
14,000
6,000
6,000
4,000
36,000 fr 2

